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How Light and Candles Enhance Positive Energy
in Your Life
Since time immemorial lights in different forms have been used during prayers and

meditation. Lighting candles during prayers is an integral part of most of the faiths

around the world. Candles play an extremely important role in working with the aura

within oneself and outside too. Candles create their own force field that helps in

redirecting and conducting energy that is scattered all over. They also beautify your

prayer area adding more to the ambience and mood.

Lighting a candle during prayers or meditation helps in the process of concentrating all

the positive energy in one direction. Coloured candles have a significance of their own.

Each colour can represent different spiritual energy. For example, a turquoise candle

helps in building up your consciousness of abundance while a deep rose pink helps in

building up spiritual love. So keeping a collection of coloured candles is a good idea as

part of your daily prayers or meditation schedule.
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Flameless candles, LED candles are smoke-free and safe options, a boon of the scientific

world to the spiritual world. There are numerous flameless candles store online in India

offering flameless LED candles and flameless candles of various deities like Shri Ganesha

Candle LED Realistic, Candle Guru Nanak ji, Shri Sai Realistic LED Candles and the like.

Apart from these LED candles, there are options of Shri Sai paper lanterns and string of

lights with Om Sai prints. These really do add that extra touch to your spiritual

atmosphere. Many times if you are lucky you might get good deals on flameless candles

that might be on sale online.

Visit http://www.saiitemsinnovatives.com/ for fair deals on flameless candles, flameless

LED candles and paper lanterns and string of lights of Shri Sai, Shri Ganesha, Guru

Nanakji and other Indian Gods and Goddesses.
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